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Abstract
We study (2+1)-dimensional single stepmodel for crystal growth including both deposition and
evaporation processes parametrized by a single control parameter p. Using extensive numerical
simulations with a relatively high statistics, we estimate various interface exponents such as roughness,
growth and dynamic exponents as well as various geometric and distribution exponents of height
clusters and their boundaries (or iso-height lines) as function of p.We find that, in contrary to the
general belief, there exists a critical value p 0.25c » at which themodel undergoes a roughening
transition from a rough phasewith p pc< in the Kardar–Parisi–Zhang universality to a smooth phase
with p pc> , asymptotically in the Edwards–Wilkinson class.We validate our conclusion by
estimating the effective roughness exponents and their extrapolation to the infinite-size limit.

1. Introduction

Roughening transition from a smooth phasewith finite width to a rough onewith divergingwidth is one of the
most interesting properties of nonequilibriummodels for interfacial growth [1, 2]. A class of nonequilibrium
growth processes described by theKardar–Parisi–Zhang (KPZ) equation [3], is known to be always rough in
dimensions d 2 while exhibits a roughening transition for d 2> [4]. TheKPZ equation is given by
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where the relaxation term is caused by a surface tension ν, and the nonlinear term is due to the lateral growth
with strengthλ. The noise η is uncorrelatedGaussianwhite noise in both space and timewith zero average i.e.,

tx, 0há ñ =( ) and t t D t tx x x x, , 2 dh h d dá ¢ ¢ ñ = - ¢ - ¢( ) ( ) ( ) ( ). Themodel produces a self-affine interface h x( )
whose probability distribution function remains invariant under scale transformation h b h bx x@ a-( ) ( ) (≅
means statistically the same)with roughness exponent 0a . A possible way to classify various surface growth
models is based on scaling behavior of surface width, w t L h t hx, , 2= á - á ñ ñ( ) [ ( ) ] where á ñ·· denotes spacial
averaging. For a nonequilibrium growth surface, thewidth is expected [5] to show the scaling form
w t L L f t L, z2 2~ a( ) ( ), inwhich the scaling function f usually has the asymptotic form f x  ¥ =( ) constant
and f x x0 2 ~ b( ) . The time tswhen thewidth first saturates has the scaling ansatz t Ls

z~ with the dynamic
exponent z a b= . The universality class of a growing interface can then be given by two independent
roughnessα and growthβ exponents. For KPZ equation, due to additional scaling relation z 2a + = , there
remains only one independent exponent, sayαwhose exact value is only known in d1 [3]with 1 2a = . In d2 ,
the exponent is available only by various simulations and theoretical approximations ranging from 0.37a = to
0.4 [6–8]. Some authors [9–12]have also argued that it is possible to apply Schramm–Loewner evolution [13]
based on statistics and fractal properties of iso-height lines of saturated 2d surfaces to classify surface growth
processes aswell.
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In d 2> , there exists a critical value cl for the nonlinearity coefficient in equation (1)which separates flat
and rough surface phases [14, 15]. In theweak coupling (flat) regime ( cl l< ) the nonlinear term is irrelevant
and the behavior is governed by the 0l = fixed point i.e., the linear Edwards–Wilkinson (EW) equation [16]
whose exact solution is known: d2 2a = -( ) and z= 2. In themore challenging strong-coupling (rough)
regime ( cl l> ), where the nonlinear term is relevant, the behavior of theKPZ equation is quite controversial
and characterized by anomalous exponents. There is, however, a longstanding controversy (see e.g., [4, 17] and
references therein) concerning the existence and the value of an upper critical dimension dc abovewhich,
regardless of the strength of the nonlinearity, the surface remains flat. The aimof this paper is to investigate the
possibility of roughening transition and universality of 2d single step discrete growthmodel (SSM)which, to our
best knowledge, has not been addressed before. A coarse-graining derivation of the SSM surface dynamics in (1
+1)-dimensions has revealed [18] that it belongs to theKPZuniversality class. Although there is no rigor
theoretical support for this claim in higher dimensions, it is believed to be true in any spatial dimension d 1> as
well. However, our study can shed light on the controversial relation between SSMandKPZmodel as well as the
roughening transition of theKPZ equation in (2+1)-dimensions.

Various discretemodels have been suggested in the past to describe surface growth processes (see e.g.,
[19, 20]). Among them, herewe study the class of d2 single stepmodels (SSMs) [21–24], a kind of solid on solid
models [25]which is defined as follows: the growth starts from an initial condition
h i j t, ; 0 1 1 2i j= = + - +( ) [ ( ) ] with i L1 x  and j L1 y  , on a square lattice of size L Lx y´ . At each
step one site i j,( ) is randomly chosen, if h i j,( ) is a localminimum then it is increased by 2with probability p+
(deposition process), and if it is a localmaximum then its height is decreased by 2with probability p- (desorption
or evaporation process). Such definition guarantees that at each step, the height difference between two
neighboring sites would be exactly 1. Overhanging is not allowed in thismodel and the interface will not develop
large slopes.Without loss of generality, we consider p p 1+ =+ - that leaves only one control parameter
p p 0.5+≔ (up-down symmetry switches p p1« -+ +)which is believed to play the same role as the
nonlinearity coefficient in theKPZ equation (1) as p 0.5l « -( ).

Thismodel has been investigated in the past, claiming that for p 0.5= and p 0.5¹ , it belongs to the EW
andKPZuniversality classes, respectively [22–24]. Plischke et al [22] have shown that for p 0.5= in d1 , this
model is reversible and can be exactly solved bymapping to the kinetic Isingmodel. They have found 1 2a =
and z= 2. Furthermore, for p 0.5¹ they havemapped the interfacemodel onto the driven hard-core lattice gas,
and focused on the average slope of the interface. In an approximate way, they have then shown that the equation
of the average slope is in agreementwith the Burgers’s equation [22], thus claiming that the universality class is
that of KPZ equation for p 0.5¹ . They have also simulated thismodel for p 0.25= , and claimed that in the
limit of large system sizes L, the exponent z converges to z 3 2KPZ = in 1d. Simulations by the same authors on
SSM in d2 [23], have provided the scaling exponents 0a » , z 2» for p 0.5= , and 0.375a » , z 1.64» for
p= 0. Kondev et al [24], have also simulated SSMon a square lattice of size L= 128, and confirmed that the
model for p 0.5= and p 0.1= are consistent with the EWandKPZ classes, respectively. However, they found
that p 0.3= consistently resembles p 0.5= , contrary to the claims in [22], and they attributed their finding to a
slow crossover from initially Gaussian to asymptotic KPZ behavior. A generalized SSMhas also been
investigated in [26–28]which exhibits a dynamical crossover characterized by a shift in the early-time scaling
exponent from its KPZ value to the EWvalue. This has beenfirst explained in [29, 30] by showing that this
behavior is due to a change in the sign of the nonlinear parameterλ. It is also known that the (2+1)-dimensional
anisotropic KPZ equationwith lambdas of opposite sign does generate EW, rather thanKPZ scaling
behavior [31, 32].

In this paperwe are going to revisit themodel in (2+1)-dimensions and present the results of extensive
simulationswith relatively large system sizes and higher precision.Wewill estimate various geometrical
exponents as function of the control parameter p in the two following sections 2 and 3.Wewill estimate the
roughness exponent by extrapolating the results to the infinite-size limit in section 4 and come to the conclusion
in section 5 that there exists a critical value pc at which SSM exhibits a roughening transition from a rough phase
with p 0.25< to a smooth phase with p 0.25> .

2. Interface exponents

In this sectionwe present thefirst part of our results obtained from extensive simulations on a square lattice of
size L50 700  , inwhich the averages for w t L,( ) are taken overmore than 200 independent runs.We
estimate the roughnessα and dynamic z exponents by examining the scaling laws i.e., w Ls ~ a (wherews is the
saturatedwidth) and t Ls

z~ , respectively.We use the system size L= 4000 to estimate the growth exponentβ by
using the scaling ansatz w t t~ b( ) for t ts< . To compute various geometric exponents of iso-height lines and
height clusters in the next sections, the averages are taken over 104 height configurations on a square lattice of
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size L= 1000. To further justify our conclusion, we perform simulations on a rectangular geometry of size
L L3x y= and L Ly = with L100 1000  tomeasure thewinding angle statistics of the iso-height lines and
their fractal dimensions. One time step is defined as L2 number of trials for particle deposition or evaporation.

To check the efficacy of our simulations, let usfirst estimate the roughness exponentα from scale-dependent
curvature in the saturation regime t ts> . The curvature C xb ( ) at position x on scale b is defined as follows [24]

C h b hx x e x , 2b
m

M

m
1

å= + -
=

( ) [ ( ) ( )] ( )

where the offset directions em m
M

1={ } are a fixed set of vectors summing up to zero. In our case on a square lattice,
em{ }are pointing along the 10{ } type directions. For a self-affine surface, the curvature is expected to satisfy the
following scaling relation [24]:

C x b qwith , 3b
q

qq a aá ñ ~ =a( ) ( )

where á ñ·· denotes spatial averaging. To check this relation, simulations are carried out on square lattice of size
L 103= withmore than 104 number of height configurations for different values of p.We apply periodic
boundary conditions in both directions. The estimated rescaled exponents qqa for three different values of q
are plotted infigure 1 as a function of the control parameter p.Wefind that the three curves for q= 2, 3 and 4 are
independent of q (within the error bars), confirming the self-affinity of the height profiles. Since the curvature
vanishes at p= 0.5 for q= 3, the point is excluded in the plot. The other important feature observed in figure 1 is
the crossover between twoKPZ and EWuniversality classes with 0.38a » and 0a » , respectively. This is the
main goal of the present study to clarify if there is a roughening transition at a critical control parameter p 0c ¹
in the sufficiently large system size limit in 2d.

The interface exponents ,a b and z as function of p are shown infigure 2 (each exponent ismeasured
independently). For the two limiting cases at p= 0 and p= 0.5, the exponents are again in good agreement with
those for KPZ and EWuniversality classes, respectively [6–8]. However, wefind that except for the intermediate
values around p 0.25c » , the plots suggest that the exponents are approximately equal within the two disjoint
intervals p pc< and p pc> . This observation can be a benchmark of roughening transition at p 0.25c » which
calls for amore delicate analysis. In the following sections we present various observations of different geometric
exponents as function of pwhich confirmour observation.Wewill then justify our finding by estimating
effective exponents and extrapolations to the infinite system size.

3. Statistics of the height clusters and iso-height lines

In this sectionwe present the results of our further analysis on the fractal properties of the height clusters and
iso-height lines aswell as the scaling properties of the distribution of the cluster size and their perimeter.Wefind
that the corresponding exponents show characteristic behavior below and above p 0.25c » , unraveling further
information about the self-affinity of the interfaces [24, 33].

Consider an ensemble of height configurations in the saturated regime. For each configuration, a cut ismade

at a specific height h h h x h 02d= á ñ + á - á ñ ñd [ ( ) ] ≔ , where δ is a small real number indicating the level of
the cut. Each island (or cluster height) is defined as a set of nearest neighbor sites with positive height identified
by theHoshen–Kopelman algorithm [34]. Let usfirst consider 0d = , i.e., the cut ismade at the average height
level. The iso-height lines (or loops) can be uniquely determined by the algorithm explained in [35]. In order to

Figure 1.The rescaled exponent qqa as a function of the control parameter p for different values of q 1, 2, 3= . For self-affine
surfaces qqa has to be independent of qwhich is the case here, within the error bars, for the SSMgrown interfaces.
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illustrate how islands behave as function of p, the snapshots of the positive height clusters are shown in figure 3
for p 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4= and 0.5. As it is evident in the figure, the islands aremore compact for lower p, and
becomemore porous and scattered for larger p. This picture is also in agreementwith the cluster geometries
previously observed [10] for KPZ and EWmodels.

3.1. Fractal dimensions
Self-similarity of the clusters offers a scaling relation between the averagemassM of a cluster and its radius of
gyrationR, i.e., M RDc~ , withDc being the fractal dimension of clusters. The average length l of a cluster
boundary also scales with it is radius of gyration r as l rdf~ [24, 33].Moreover, the relation between the average
area a of a loop and it is perimeter is given by l ada~ where d d 2a f= (for compact clusters). To estimate these
fractal dimensions, we generatemore than 104 samples of height configurations on a square lattice of size
L= 1000. As an example, we present the data for the scaling of l r( ) in figure 4 for various values of p, whose slope
in the log–log scale gives the corresponding fractal dimension. The estimated exponents are reported infigure 5.
Wefind that all these fractal dimensions cross over between two limiting KPZ and EWclasses [10, 12, 36].We
have also checked that the exponents do not depend on the level δ of the cut, although the range of scaling slightly

Figure 2. Interface exponents including roughnessα, growthβ and dynamic z exponents as function of p. The dynamic exponent is
computed directly from the scaling relation t Ls

z~ (up-triangles) and by using the relation z a b= (right-triangles). The rather
high error bars for the latter are caused by the fact that both the roughnessα and growthβ exponents vanish for p 0.25> .

Figure 3. Snapshots of positive height clusters for different values of p on a square lattice of size L= 200. The cut ismade at the average
height.
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does [37]. In order to see thefinite-size effects, we have alsomeasured the exponents by going to the larger sizes
up to L= 3000with a number of 2500 independent samples, and found similar results within the error bars.

3.2.Distribution exponents
Wenow look at the distribution functions of different statistical observables of the height clusters and contours,
such as the contour length distribution n l( ), cluster size distribution n M( ) and distributions for the radius of
gyration of the contours n(r) and clusters n(R).We confirm that all these distributions follow the scaling forms
i.e., n l l l~ t-( ) , n M M M~ t-( ) , n r r r~ t-( ) and n R R R~ t-( ) [24, 33] (see figure 6 for an example). All
distribution exponents are summarized infigure 7 for 0d = as function of pwhich again confirm the crossover
behavior. The exponents Rt and rt coincide within the error bars. In the following, we investigate dependence of
the distribution exponents on the level δ of the cut as previously noted byOlami et al [38].

3.3.Dependence of the exponents on δ
All previous results were obtained at themean height level i.e., at 0d = . Let us now examine their dependence
on the level of the cut. Our analysis reveal that the fractal exponents such as fractal dimension of contours df and
clustersDc, do not depend on δ. Nevertheless, our results show that the distribution exponents do changewith δ.
As shown infigures 8 and 9, the exponents show a bowl-like functionality to δ for p 0.25> while for p 0.25< ,
theymonotonically decrease with δ.

3.4.Winding angle statistics
Herewe present the results of independent extensive simulations of SSMon a strip geometry of size L Lx y´
with L L3x y= and L Ly = . For each height configuration, wefind all spanning clusters at level 0d = in y
direction, and assign corresponding coastlines that connect the lower boundary to the upper one.We consider
L 100, 200, 300, 400, 500= and 1000 , and examine the scaling relation l Ldf~ , to compute the fractal

Figure 4.The average length of a cluster boundary versus the average radius of gyration on square lattice of size L= 1000. Averages are
taken overmore than 104 height configurations.

Figure 5. Fractal dimensions of the height clusters and their boundaries as function of p.
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dimension df of the spanning curves (figure 10).We could gather a number of 104 spanning curves from an
approximately 7500 independent saturated height profiles.

We compute thewinding angle θ of the curves as defined byWieland andWilson [39]. For each curvewe
attribute an arbitrarywinding angle to thefirst edge (that is set to be zero). Thewinding angle for the next edge is
then defined as the sumof thewinding angle of the present edge and the turning angle to the new edgemeasured
in radians. The variance of thewinding angle is believed to behave like a b Lln2qá ñ ~ + [39], where for
conformal curves b d2 1f= -( ).We have computed the variance of thewinding angle for an ensemble of

Figure 6.Distribution function of rlog versus r (the average radius of gyration) on square lattice of size L= 1000, for various values of
p. The slope gives the exponent 1rt - shown infigure 7. Formore clarity, the plots are suitably shifted.

Figure 7.Various distribution exponents (see the text) as function of p.

Figure 8.The island-size distribution exponent as a function of the level cut δ for various p.
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spanning iso-height curves for different p as function of lattice size L, and confirmed that is linearly proportional
to its logarithmwith a universal coefficient bwhich depends on p (see figure 11). The two computed fractal
dimensions fromdirectmeasurement (l Ldf~ ) and d b 2 1f = + , are plotted infigure 12 for a comparison.
They almost coincide for p 0.25> but slightly deviate for p 0.25< . They both however present a crossover
behavior around p 0.25c » .

Figure 9.The distribution exponent for the length of the height cluster boundaries as a function of the level cut δ for various p.

Figure 10.The average length l of a spanning curve on a strip geometry versus thewidth L Ly = of the strip. The slopes give the fractal
dimension of the corresponding iso-height line for various p.

Figure 11.The variance of winding angle versus logarithmof the latticewidth for various p.
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4. Effective exponents

In the previous sectionwe have shown that various geometric exponents have a crossover behavior between two
limiting KPZ and EWclasses which seems to approach a sharp step-like roughening transition around p 0.25c »
in the thermodynamic limit. Althoughwe have used relatively large system sizes with adequate statistics in our
computations, theremay however exist systematic deviations from the true thermodynamic values. In order to
eliminate the systematic errors, we compute size-dependent effective roughness exponent [40] for various values
of p.

The effective roughness exponent Lkeffa ( ), is defined by the successive slopes of the line segments
connecting two neighboring points of L w L,k s k1 1- -( ( )) and L w L,k s k( ( )) inwhich w Ls k( ) stands for the saturated
width for an SSMgrown interface on a square lattice of size Lk averaged overmore than 2 103´ independent
runs,

L
w L w L

L L

ln

ln
. 4k

s k s k

k k
eff

1

1

a = -

-
( ) [ ( ) ( )]

[ ]
( )

It is plotted against L1 in figure 13 to extrapolate the roughness exponent in the infinite-size limit.Wefind that
the roughness exponents for p 0.25< converge to the knownKPZ roughness exponent 0.38» and for
p 0.25> asymptotically converge to the EWvalue 0» in the limit L  ¥.

In order to further strengthen our conclusion on existence of a roughening transition around p 0.25c » , let
us now focus our attention on two boundary values i.e., p= 0.3 and p= 0.2 around pc.We follow the analysis
presented in [41] inwhich a carefulfinite-size scaling analysis of the critical exponents, and an accurate estimate
of the first threemoments of the height fluctuations, are used to estimate the roughness exponent of the
restricted solid on solidmodel in d= 2with a rather high accuracy. To this aim,we run independent extensive
simulations of the SSMon square lattices of various linear size L= 60, 80, 120, 160, 240, 320, 480, 640, 960, 1280,

Figure 12.The fractal dimensions obtained from the scaling relation l Lf
d~ (squares) comparedwith the one derived from the slopes

of the linear plots infigure 11 (circles).

Figure 13.The effective roughness exponent effa as function of L1 for several values of p. The error bars are less than 10−3. For
p 0.25< and p 0.25> , effa converges to 0.38KPZa » and 0EWa » , respectively.
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1920, 3840 for p= 0.3 (which is amore challenging case), and also all sizes except L= 3840, for p= 0.2. For each
L and pwe generatemore than 104 samples for averaging. Statistical sampling is adopted at steady state regime
(t ts> ). For a given sample at time t ts> , wemeasure thefirst three connectedmoments

w L t L h t h, 1n i
L

i
n2

1

2

= å -=( ) ( ) ( ( ) ¯) where h L h t1 i
L

i
2

1

2

= å =
¯ ( ) ( ) and n 2, 3, 4= . Thenwe define the

asymptotic (in time) estimate as w L w L t,n T t t
t T

n
1

1 s

s= å+ =
+( ) ( ) forT ts .

To appreciatemore clearly the finite-size effects onα, we evaluate the effective roughness exponent effa with
a slightmodification of equation (4) [41] as

L
w L w L

L L

log

2 log
, 5eff

2 2a =
¢

¢
( ) ( ( ) ( ))

( )
( )

where L L 2¢ = .We also compute the cumulants of skewness R w w3 3 2
3 2= and kurtosis R w w4 4 2

2= . For
theGaussian (EW) surfaces these quantities are known to be R 03 = and R 34 = .

Figure 14 summarizes the results of our computations for p= 0.2 (top) and p= 0.3 (bottom). For p= 0.2,

effa clearly approaches to that of the KPZuniversality class. The ratio of the cumulantsR4 versusR3 is also
plotted in the insets offigure 14. For p= 0.2 a significant departure from anormal distributed fluctuation of the
surface is observed.

In contrast to the observed behavior for p= 0.2, our data for p= 0.3 strongly supports our previous
conclusion that the SSM for p 0.25> belongs to the EWuniversality class, as displayed infigure 14 (bottom).
The effective roughness exponent asymptotically converges to that of the EWclass in the limit L  ¥. As
shown in the inset, the ratio of the cumulantsR4 versusR3 aremore consistent with a normal distributionwhere
wefind R 3.00 34 = ( ). AlthoughR3 increases for small system sizes but it starts decreasing for larger L (note the
direction of arrows for the increasing system size).

In the context of surface kinetic roughening, a very important quantity is the two-dimensional height
structure factor i.e., S hq q 2= á ñ( ) ∣ ˜( )∣ , where h q˜( ) is the space Fourier transformof h hx -( ) ¯. This function has
many advantages over real-space correlation functions, specially in the presence of crossover behavior and
anomalous scaling [42]where is frequently shown to be less affected by crossover effects. As afinal and
independent cross-check, we have carried out simulations for p= 0.3 (which ismore controversial) of sizes
L= 640 and 960 to compute S q( ) and estimate the corresponding roughness exponent from its scaling behavior
i.e., S q q 2 1~ a- +( ) ∣ ∣ ( ) [24].

As displayed infigure 15, we find the roughness exponent 0.03 3a = ( ) for p= 0.3which is, to a good extent,
in agreementwith the EWuniversality class.

Therefore, all our computations indicate that there is an unexpected roughening transition for single step
growthmodels in (2+1)-dimensions around p 0.25c » .

It is worthmentioning that in the context of the related problemof directed polymers in randommedia,
member of theKPZuniversality class, Imbrie and Spencer [14] have provided a rigorousmathematical proof
that themodel in (2+1)-dimensions, as in (1+1)-dimensions, is strictly strong-coupling and super-diffusive
(z 2< ), except at the isolated point of infinite temperature, where thewandering is simply entropic (i.e., z= 2),
analog of the EW stochastic growth behavior. For higher dimensions i.e., transverse substrate dimensions of
d 2 = + , afinite-temperature roughening transition does exist, but for 0 = , there is a complicatedmulti-
critical behavior involving very long, exponentially divergent time scales. This has been studied in an impressive

Figure 14.The effective roughness exponent effa as defined in equation (5) as a function of L1 for two boundary values p= 0.2 (main
top) and p= 0.3 (main bottom) around the critical value p 0.25c » . The error bars are less than 10−3. In the insets the cumulant of
kurtosisR4 is presented as a function of the skewnessR3 for various sizes. The statistics of the corresponding grown surfaces for
p 0.25< and p 0.25> converges to the KPZ and EWuniversality classes, respectively.
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series of works [15, 43, 44] on (d 1+ )-dimensional hypercubic-stacking (HCS)models with d= 1, 2 and 3, in
which the authors show that a nonequilibrium surface-roughening transition occurs in d= 3, but in d= 2 they
have only observed a smooth crossover behavior rather than a true roughening transition. The reason for this
discrepancymay be as follows.HCSmodel and SSMare identical only in d= 1, and for d 1> themicroscopic
growth rules are different since the height difference of neighboring columns inHCSmodel becomes 1 and d- .
This imposes additional up/down asymmetry in favor of theKPZfixed point which delays the asymptotic
convergence and thus the observation of a true roughening transition in the parameter space. It is intriguing that
amore careful look at the presented data infigure 11 of [44] for (2+1)-dimensional HCS simulations shows a
real compression of the effective exponents for p 0.25> whichmay be the signature of a roughening transition
in the asymptotic limit. In order to verify this postulated asymptotic convergence in d2 SSM,we carried out new
simulations to produce the same data as in thefigure 11 of [44] for d2 SSMof rather large sizes up to L 214= for
p= 0.35 and L 213= for other values of p. As shown infigure 16, our data confirms again the existence of a
roughening transition around p 0.25» .

However, the discrepancywith [14]which establishes themarginality of d= 2 case, could arise from some
peculiarity of themicroscopic growth rules of these discrete growthmodels in (2+1)-dimensions whose delicate
understandingwill be the line of our future research.

There also exist some known results that can additionally be tested, whichwill be the purpose of our future
work.Most notably, it is known that (2+1)-dimensional KPZ interfaces display one-point heightfluctuations
described by a (generalized)Tracy–Widomprobability distribution function [45–47], which should hold for
p 0.25< and be falsified for p 0.25> .

Figure 15.Height structure factor S(q) as a function of q for p= 0.3. The comparison between the scaling ansatz S q q 2 1~ a- +( ) ∣ ∣ ( )

and the bestfit to our data (dashed line) gives 0.03 3a = ( ), in a good agreement with the EWuniversality class.

Figure 16. Surface width data versus time for various values of p around p= 0.25, comparedwith the KPZ (longer-dashed line) and the
EW scaling (shorter-dashed line). The data are shifted appropriately upwards for clarity.
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5. Conclusion

Wehave studied the SSM for crystal growth in (2+1)-dimensions which admits both deposition and
evaporation processes parametrized by a single control parameter p0 0.5  . There is a general consensus
that themodel belongs to theKPZuniversality class for p= 0 and EWclass for p= 0.5.However, various studies
in the past have considered the control parameter p 0.5-( ) proportional to the nonlinearity coefficientλ in the
KPZ equation (1) and concluded that themodel asymptotically belongs to theKPZuniversality class for
all p 0¹ .

In this paperwe have presented the results of extensive simulations and obtained satisfactory evidencewhich
rule out the previous claims. Extrapolations to the infinite-size limit reveal that there exists a critical value
p 0.25c » aroundwhich themodel exhibits a roughening transition from a rough phase with p 0.25< in the
KPZuniversality to the asymptotically smooth phase with p 0.25> in the EWuniversality class.

Our study opens a new stimulating challenge in thefield and calls for further theoretical investigations of the
model. An interesting question arises concerning the upper critical dimension du of themodel and its relation to
the same controversial problem in theKPZmodel which is themain subject of our futurework.However,
according to the previous studies [43, 44, 48] onHCSmodel, the upper critical dimension should be d 3u > .
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